
KEYLEGGIAN 
     KEY CIVIC/SERVICE 

Join us at the Key Communities Spring Welcome Back  

on  Monday, January 25th on Zoom!  

Key Civic students have been active in their civic engagement opportunities virtually and throughout the city of 

Fort Collins throughout the semester. This group of students were able to be heavily involved throughout the 

campus community. This semester, instead of the Community Challenges competition, Key created “Key Pursits,” 

a virtual competition in which many Key Civic clusters excelled.  

Cluster 1:  Cluster 1 has had the unique opportunity in their CityWorks EDU course which allows    

students to understand and get first hand experience of the inner workings of the City of Fort Collins. 

Students were able to virtually explore parts of Fort Collins and learned all about how different as-

pects of the city works. Other highlights of the semester were attending cluster events put on by their 

mentor and participating in Key Pursuits.  

Cluster 2: Cluster 2 is supercluster made up of 26 students who are split between two mentors and all 

take professor Elizabeth Sink’s Multifaith and Belief Engagement course during the fall semester.  The 

course focuses on different conversations around faith and beliefs, including  various spiritual and       

religious traditions, as well as non-faith spiritualties. Over the course of the semester students were   

invited to have coffee with their mentors and professor Sink outside of class to strengthen relationships, 

and they even participated in a self-care day in class.  

Cluster 3 Cluster  3’s focus for the fall was on Global Poverty. Students quickly created relationships 

within their cluster, with their mentor, and the seminar instructor. All students in the class were able to 

participate in three different outdoor service days organized  by their seminar instructor. When talking 

with students one of the biggest highlights was going to the farm early in the semester and volunteering 

while getting to know each other. Students were able to participate in a pumpkin painting event put on 

by their mentor.  

Cluster 4: Cluster  4’s focus for the semester was on Education and Diversity. In this cluster students 

were able to create a large impact with the students they worked closely with in Fort Morgan. Due to 

COVID, students in the cluster were unable to visit Fort Morgan so they had to do all of their community

- building and project creating  virtually. It is clear through their presentations that the students made a 

significant impact on students living in Fort Morgan and attending Wiggin’s High School. The students in 

the cluster also participated in a variety of cluster events  put on by their mentor.  


